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ABSTRACT 
The global objective OT this study is to establish 
sound guidelines -for 
procedures. used • in 
the 
the 
design 
production 
and 
of 
manufacturing 
Single 
MultiTilamentary Composite Superconducting Wire. 
The application and eT-fectiveness o-f drawing and 
hydrostatic extrusion as processes o-f -fabrication in the 
manufacture of this composite • wire (silver sleeve with 
superconductive ceramic powder core), are also analyzed. 
The results OT the investigations on the pass-
reduction schedule practice, the de-formation process and 
heat treatment, that will lead to the -fabrication of high-
quality de-fect--free 
and suggested. 
superconductive 
1 
• wire, are presented 
Q 
\.<'' ... ;l 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A composite material is defined as a combination of 
two or more distinct materials having a recognizable 
inter-face between them. This kind of material was 
developed because no single material with all of the 
desired attributes -for a given application could be found. 
Because o-f improved electrical, mechanical and wear 
properties, composite wires and rods are replacing solid 
metal products. The -fabrication of ceramic superconducting 
composite wire using silver and YBa2Cu3 o7 _x(Y-123) combine 
the superconductive properties of this ceramic with the 
low strength required to deform a softer material such as 
silver, making possible its fabrication. 
1.1.- PREVIOUS CONSIDERATIONS 
The existence of superconductivity has been known 
• since the beginning of 
materials 
the 
had to 
century, 
be 
however, 
cooled superconducting 
prohibitively low temperatures before 
"high 
exhibiting 
.to 
such 
behavior. The discovery of temperature" 
superconducting materials, with a transition temperc1,ture 
near or above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, now 
makes possible myriad new applications for 
superconductivity and even new technologies previously not 
considered -feasible. 
One o-f the most 
superconductor • lS a 
desirable configurations -for a 
wire product. 1 In this form 
useful 
it • 1S 
useful as a conductor -for DC or AC power transmission, and 
-for the generation of high magnetic fields; however, 
ceramic superconductors and the powder from which they are 
made are brittle materials. There-fore, the -fabrication of 
a sound • wire 
consolidation, 
from 
and 
• ceramic 
plastic 
powder • requires compaction, 
de-formation, but brittle 
materials are not easily -fabricated by such treatments. 
2 
On the other · hand , the production o-f -fine • wire • lS 
and critical to • • • m1n1mize problems with stabilization to 
lower the AC or dynamic losses associated with changing 
-fields. 1-f ceramic superconductors can be -fabricated • 1n a 
wire con-figuration, their potential -for commercialization 
will be considerable over a broad industrial spectrum, and 
this commercialization might be accomplished much earlier 
than i-f the other -forms o-f ceramic superconductors, • 1 . e . 
thin -films, are required. For this reason, much research 
related to the -fabrication o-f ceramic superconducting wir·e 
has been per-formed. 
1.2.- DIFEERENT APPROACHES 
The • various 
• • ceramic wire be can 
approaches2 
subdivided 
to the -fabrication o-f 
into three geometr·ic 
categories: (1) bare • wire, (2) metal-core-composite • wire, 
and (3) metal""-clad composite • wire (powder-in-tube). So 
-far, none o-f these approaches has produced wire with the 
critical current density (Jc) high enough to be o-f 
interest -for the 
-fabricated 
produced a 
• 
using 
• 
maJor 
desired applications. 
a melt-textured-growth 
However, fibers 
method3 have 
improvement • 1n This improvement • 1S 
attributed to proper preferred orientation, the -formatic>r1 
o-f a dense structure, and 
cleaner grain boundaries. 3 
the 
It • is, 
-format ion of 
there-fore, 
-fewer and· 
likely that 
wire-drawing processing that provides -for the development 
o-f these characteristics should produce greatly improved 
superconducting properties. 
The methods that have so -far been used to -fabricate 
bare ceramic wire require the use o-f an organic binder~; 4 
however, superconductors, the most 
commonly used superconductors today, are be 1 i eved to be 
degraded by carbon contamination. The metal-core-composite 
wire5 leaves the • ceramic superconductor susceptible to 
3 
4-·'· 
reaction with and exposed to ' . moisture • Ill the 
atmosphere, and the geometry puts the brittle material 
-farthest -fr·om the central-axis, thus making it 
susceptible 
there-fore, 
to cracking 
chosen to use 
due to.bending. We 
\ 
more 
have, 
the metal -c 1 ad composite • wire 
con-figuration -for our experiments. In this con-figuration, 
it has already been shown6 that the superconductors can be 
-fabricated using silver as the tube material. Si 1 ver • IS 
known to be non-reactive with respect to the cuprate 
superconductors but allows -for rapid oxygen di-f-fusion. 
1.3.- FABRICATION METHODS 
In -fabricating superconducting • wire there are 
additional speci-f ic constraints to overcome. Because the 
powder must be packed in a silver lining, the differences 
• in strength of the composite give rise to many possible 
modes o-f -failure. There-fore, careful selection of the 
-fabrication parameters • is essential. Wire can be 
-fabricated either by wire drawing or by extrusion. Wire 
drawing. is a more economical and comm.ercially desirable 
process because it can be easily made into a continuous 
operation. On the other hand, 
appears to provide a more sound 
on higher • compressive stress 
de-formation, leading to better 
hydrostatic extrusion 
• wire 
the 
product. 
powder 
compaction 
It assures 
during the 
o-f • ceram1 c 
powder. Its disadvantage is the 1 imited rod length that 
can be loaded into the chamber. 
In our research, both methods o-f fabriction (drawing 
and hydrostatic extrusion) have been used • 10 the 
production o-f a composite • • ceramic wire consisting o-f a 
thick-wall silver tube with Y-123 powder packed inside. 
For both processes, when applied properly, the means exist 
-for independent control of the severity o-f the deformation 
and o-f the environmental pressure. The means -for the 
4 
control o-f pressure and de-format ion have been ident i -f i ed 
and the most e-f-fective combinations o-f these two factors 
in each process have been determined. Other specific 
-features o-f each process, such as the wal 1 thickness o-f 
the incoming (mother) tube in the drawing process and its 
e-f-fect on compaction, have also been determined. 
Finally, in this paper, both practical data and 
analytical treatments -for di-f-ferent 
superconducting • wires (single-wire, and 
composite 
multi-filament 
• wires with 7, 37, 49 and 259 -filaments) are presented . 
Also, this study evaluates the process parameters which 
enable plastic de-formation o-f a billet o-f silver with a 
high temperature superconductive ceramic powder core. 
Figure #1 is a graphical representation o-f the 
-fabricating process used • In the manufacture o-f the 
superconducting ceramic wire. 
5 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Experiments were per-fomed using conventional • wire 
drawings and hydrostatic extrusion methods. The .. size 
ratio o-f the radius to outer tube radius o-f • inner core 
about O. 68 was -found to be the most e-f-ficient • compromise 
between the need -for compressive pressure to compact the 
powder and sleeve strength to carry the tensile load 
during drawing. was a thick-sleeve material • wire The 
wall (6.35 mm [0.25"] OD; 4.35 mm [0.17"] ID) silver tube. 
Most experiments were carried • using Y-123 out 
superconducting powder prepared by -first calcining the 
mixed components (Y 2 o3 , BaC03 , 
850°C and then sintering them in 
and 
• air 
cupric carbonate) at 
at 920°C -for 4 hours; 
this material was then given an oxygen diffusion annealing 
in air at 500°C -for 8 hours and then cooled. 
The • ceramic 
tube. Then the 
powder was placed within a thick silver 
powder was packed as efficiently as 
possible prior to the fabrication. Presently, the initial 
packing is done manually by -forcing a rod into the powder. 
In all the cases, metallographic • specimens were 
prepared -from each • wire. Among different possible mounting 
media, a thermo-setting epoxy was chosen. This choice was 
made because o-f the good adhesion and wear resistance o-f 
this material. A grinding sequence commenced with a 320-
grit silicon-carbide paper -followed with 400- and 600-grit 
papers and ending with an 8 µm paper. Polishing was done 
with silicon dioxide with grit sizes o-f 6, 3, 1, and 1/4 
µm. Photomicrographs were taken 
microscope and a SEM Phillips 300. 
on a Zeiss optical 
2. 1. -FABRICATION OF THE COMPOSITE WIRE USING THE PROCESS 
OF DRAWING 
A.- First Step: 
7 
Single, Seven-Filament and Forty-Nine-Filament Wires 
In this first step of our work we tried to produce a 
single 
explored 
composite • ceramic superconductor • wire, and we 
the possibilities of the production o-f 
multi-filament • wires containing seven (7) and -forty-nine 
I) (49) filaments, respectively. The -following are the 
experimental procedures used in this -first phase o-f our 
research. 
2 • 1 • 1 • - [)[SOGN OIF SDl \/[IR l"QJIB[ 
In the fabrication o-f the 
sizes o-f silver tube were used 
1.- o. 
l 
0. 1 7" 
2.- o. 0. 40" 
l 
• 
' 
• 
' 
The -first one was used 
• . 
• • ceramic wire, 
• 
• 
Do 
Do 
0.25" • 
' 
0.50" • 
' 
two different 
D./D0 - 0. 68" -1 
Di/D0 = ,0. 80" 
• the -fabrication o-f the 1n 
single ceramic WI f'(~, which was cl r', t.w n down to a -f i ll ,1, l 
diameter o-f 0.0502". 
The second one was used in the -fabrication of the 
multi-filament 
respectively). 
• w 1 res. (Seven -filaments and -forty-nine 
According to the results obtained from experiments 
conducted on plasticene modeling, a tube which has an 
inner hexagonal shape can accommodate better the -filaments 
or sub-elements that will -form a composite wire than can a 
tube with a circular shape. 
2 • 1 • 2 . - A\NN[A\lONG 
In general, silver is a so-ft material and its 
strength characteristics are very low as can be observed 
throughout the analysis o-f its tensile strength curve; 
additionally, it presents a relatively high sensitivity to 
strength hardening. There-fore, during drawing (and 
extrusion) the. annealing process of this material become 
very important. In order to get the optimum annealing 
8 
temperature it was necessary to perform some experiments, 
results of which are shown in Table 1a and Fig. #2. 
Through these experiments it was -found that the best 
annealing temperature was 300°C which produces values o-f 
hardness as low as 46 HV. 
2 . 1 . 3 • - IR[[)llJClOON 
The total reduction through sevena.l drawing passes 
• • that the wire can undergo be-fore annealing IS a very 
important parameter. For this particular application the 
total reduction cannot exceed 55%, otherwise it will break 
as shown in the experimental results in Table #1. It • 1S 
-for this reason that the • specimen is annealed wl1er1 the! 
total reduction reaches the value o-f about 50%, as can be 
observed in Tables 2 and 3. The lubricant used was wax. 
2 . 1 . 4 . - §CHIIEDQ.Jl[§ QJS[[) DQJIRONG lfHIIE IPIROC[SS Of [)IRA\ WONG 
The -following tables show the schedules used during 
the fabrication (Tables #1, #2, #3). Table #la shows the 
results of the microhardness test. Following is a summary 
of these schedules. 
•' ,· 
9 
The 
Test 
Single 
Core 
7 
Fila-. 
ments 
49 
Fi la-
ments 
Schedule A 
Final Size 0.0502'' 
Total Reduction 95.96% 
Schedule 
Presented in 
Tab.# Fig.# 
1 
2 
3 
2a 
2b 
4a 
4b 
5a 
5b 
Comments 
Uniform filaments along the 
lenght and of nearly circular 
shape. 
Uniform filaments around 
center and longitudinal sec-
tion. No cracks were found. 
Uniform filaments around 
center and longitudinal sec-
tion. No cracks were found. 
10 
' ..... , ··'· 
Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7* 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Table fl 
Silver Tube with Ceramic Core 
Drawing 
( d0 = 0.25 " di = 0.17 " di/d0 = 0.68 ) 
Lubricant: Stick Wax 
Do 
( in) 
0.2500 
0.2180 
0. 1870 
0. 1680 
0. 1500 
0. 1380 
0. 1250 
0. 1250 
0.1160 
0.1100 
0. 1040 
0 .1000 
0.0948 
0.0898 
0.0852 
0.0808 
0.0766 
0.0690 
0.0620 
0.5880 
0.0558 
0.0529 
D-f 
( in) 
0.2180 
0 .1870 
0 .1680 
0 .1500 
0. 1380 
0. 1250 
0. 1130 
0. 1160 
0. 1100 
0 .1040 
0 .1000 
0.0948 
0.0898 
0.0852 
0.0808 
0.0766 
0.0690 
0.0620 
0.5880 
0.0558 
0.0529 
0.0502 
O' 
(0) 
8 
8 
8 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
11 
23.96 
26.42 
19.28 
20.00 
15.00 
17.90 
18.27 
13.88 
10.07 
10.06 
7.54 
10 .13 
10.27 
9.98 
10.06 
10. 12 
18.85 
19.26 
10.05 
9.94 
10 .12 
9.94 
Speed 
(" /min) 
12 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
10 
12 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Comments 
X1 ; Sweging 
Sweging 
Drawing 
r% = 64% 
x2. x3. x4 
' ' 
Wire broke 
X5 ; r%=55% 
r% - 41.3% 
x6 
(Total 
X7 ; r%=95.96%) 
/' 
( 
\ ' 
X1= The hardness o-f the • wire be-fore drawing was HV 105 . 
X2= This pass was not successful; the • wire broke twice 
that it was necessary to anneal it.The hardness o-f 
the • wire after drawing was HV 113. 
X3= The annealing conditions were: 
The • wire 
Temperature 
Time 
was cooled in the air. 
300°C 
1 hr. 
X4 = The hardness after annealing was HV 46.9. 
X5= The wire was annealed with the same conditions 
described before. 
was annealed with the same conditions • wire 
described before. 
X7= The wire was annealed with the same conditions 
described be-fore. 
12 
so 
a x30 
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS 
b 
x60 C 
x100 
Fig. 2a. I_) ictu r'('!S "a" , "b" , and "c" arc~ Sl•:M (IJa,ckscaJ,L<~r·) lrnag<~s of 'rransverse Sections <>f' ('.<>rrt(><>sit.c Wir<! (Single Wire), at·ter f"inaJ dra.w L<> ().():'>'' (JI). f->ict.ure "c" shows higher magnificati<>n wher·,~ 
c,t11 I><~ <)OSc rved t,hat the material is essen ti a, l I y ~ i 11g I<! 1>ha.sc ,.Lnd h j gh l y dense. 
13 
• 
\ 
/ 
' \ 
I 
d 
! ' 
• x30 x30 
LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS 
Fig. 2b. Pi ct u res "d" , "e" , and "-f" are Sl~M 
(lia.cksca.1, t ,cr-) Images o-f Longitudinal Sections <>i' 
C'.c)UIJ><)S i t ,c~ Wire (Single Wire) , with O. 05" OD. Pi ctu 1·c~ 
~-,f '' i s , .t I sc> a l i gh t magn i -f i cation view and it i s 
<,bscrvc~d that the n1c.1.tcrial is single phase a,nd highly 
14 
BILLET 
do r% oc 
0.25 0 
0 .156 61.0 150 
0 .156 61.0 200 
" " 250 
" " 300 
" " 
f ,, ' 
TABLE _ih 
Hardness of Ag 
ANNEALING HARDNESS HV 
Time Cooling Be-fore Annl. A-fter 
Max 107 
Min 101 
Ave 105 
Max 
1 hr Air Min 
Ave 
Max 
1 hr Air Min 
Avg 
Max 
" " Min 
Avg 
'· . Max 
" " Min 
Avg 
Max 115 
Min 111 
Avg 113 
Annl. 
110 
103 
105.7 
103 
97.8 
100.6 
89.9 
87.1 
88.9 
50.8 
42.6 
46.9 
Hardness of Ag wire with Ceramic Powder after 21st pass 
BILLET ANNEALING HARDNESS HV 
oc Time Cooling Be-fore Annl. A-fter Ann 
Cross/Sect. 300 1 hr Air 85.33 51.03 
Longitud./Sc " " " 88.20 51.03 
Note: The drawing o-f this • wire was very s~ccess-ful. The 
deformation o-f the ceramic was uniform and the wire did 
not crack. 
15 
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I 
• 
a xso b 
lRA\NSVERSE SECTIONS 
• • • • 
• 
• • • 
,, 
C xso d 
l ONGOTQJDDNA\l SE CT IONS 
fig. 3. I> i ct u res "a" and "b" show mi c r<)h ,1.rd n t-.!ss 1,cs t.~ 
f'<>r· t.ra,rasverse Section o-f Single Cornposit,c Wir<~ wit.Ii 
( ) . () () f>" d i a,m et e r , be f o re and a ·ft e r a, n n e a. I i 11 g , 
1·,~s1><~ct.ivcly. Als<), Pictures "c" ,1.nd "<I" sh<>W 
111icr·<,h,tr·dcn<!ss t.,<~sts for a LongitucJina.l Secti<>n <>f' a. 
Singl<· (\>nlJ><>sit<~ Wirt~ before and ,1.fter a,n11c~a.] ing-, 
l'('SJ><~<'.1. j V<~ l y. 
16 
xso 
• 
• 
xso 
Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Table iE2. 
Silver Tube with Seven Filaments of Ceramic 
Drawing 
Do D-f 0 ~ Speed 
( • ) ( • ) (0) ( % ) (" /min) Comments 1n 1n 
0.2500 0.2330 5 13.14 12 x8 
0.2330 0.2180 8 12.46 " 
0.2180 0.1950 8 20.00 " 
0 .1950 0 .1800 8 14.80 " x9. r%= 48. 16% .. , , 
0 .1800 0 .1620 8 19.00 " 
0 .1620 0.1500 5 14.30 " 
0. 1500 0. 1380 5 15. 36 · " 
0. 1380 0. 1250 5 17.90 " x10. r%= 51.7% , 
0. 1250 0.1130 5 18.27 " 
0. 1130 0. 1040 2 15.29 " 
0 .1040 0.0948 5 16.91 " 
0.0948 0.0898 5 10.27 " 
0.0898 0.0852 5 10.00 " x11. r%= 53.4% 
' 
0.0852 0.0766 5 19.16 " 
0.0766 0.0690 5 18.85 " 
0.0690 0.0620 5 19.26 " x12. r%= 47% 
' 
0.0620 0.0558 5 19.00 " 
0.0558 0.0502 5 19.06 " x13. r%= 34.4% 
' 
17 
\[ 
x8 = Both, the tube and the ceramic wires were annealed under 
the same conditions described before in x3 . 
X9 = After these passes the • wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
\ 
} 
,/~// 
x10= After these passes the wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x11= After these passes the • wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x12= After these passes the . wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x13= After these passes the • wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
18 
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G 
a x30 
b xso C x190 
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS 
Fig.4a. I' i ct,u res "a" , "b" , and "c" are SEM 
(IJ,·tcksc,·ttt.<~r) lrnc1.ges of' 1,r:ansverse Sections <> ·f 
~111 I t . i r i I aJn<~ 11 t,1.ry C<)Rlf)os i te W i re ( sev<~ n ,-., i I arn<~ n t,) 
, 1 r t. c r · r i II a. I < J r a, w t () 0 . 0 5" d i am e t e r • 
19 
l. 
d . x1500 
lR~NSVERS[ SECTION 
e x100 f x1500 
lONGDTUDONAl SECTIONS 
Fig. 4b. J> i cture "d" show a SEM (Backscatter) ln1age of a 
II i git Ma,gn if i cation l'ransve rse Section whe r·e can l>c 
< > b:-a~ r·vcd t, h c <l c n se compacted ce ran1 i c co re . Pict~ u re "<~" 
,llld 44 f"" a .. r·c sr•:M (llc.tckscatter) Irnages <)f l.,(>ngit.11<iin,tl 
S<·<·1 . i<>r1:-: <>f' Lhc Multifilc.1rnenLc.1r·y (~<_>rnp<>sitt:! Wir·c~ (scvc·11 
f' i l ,u11c11 t . ) wh< ~ r·c a .. IS<> c,1,n be s<~Cll <~ornpa.ct(~d cc1·a..rn i < '. 
( ' ()f'(•:-;. 
20 
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• 
Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
'6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Table -JfJ. 
The Drawing Qf Ceramic Superconductor Wire with 
49 Filaments Coated by_ Silver Tube. 
Do D-f Cl' R% Speed 
( . ) ( . ) (0) ( % ) (" /min) Comments lil Ill 
0.2500 0.2330 5 13 .14 12 x8 
0.2330 0.2180 8 12.46 " 
0.2180 0.1950 8 20.00 " 
0. 1950 0.1800 8 14.80 " x9. r%= 48 .16% 
' 
0 .1800 0. 1620 8 19.00 " 
0. 1620 0. 1500 5 14.30 " 
0. 1500 0. 1380 5 15.36 " 
0 .1380 0.1250 5 17.90 " xlO. r%= 51.7% 
' ' .
,, 
0. 1250 0.1130 5 18.27 " 
0.1130 0. 1040 2 15.29 " 
0 .1040 0.0948 5 16.91 " 
0.0948 0.0898 5 10.27 " 
0.0898 0.0852 5 10.00 " xl 1. r%= 53.4% 
' 
0.0852 0.0766 5 19 .16 " 
0 .. 0766 0.0690 5 18.85 " 
0.0690 0.0620 5 19.26 " x12. r%= 47% 
' 
0.0620 0.0558 5 19.00 " 
0.0558 0.0502 5 19.06 " x13. r%= 34.4% 
' 
21 
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,/ 
X8= Both, the tube and the ceramic wires were annealed under 
the same conditions described before in x3 . 
~g 
X = After these passes the • wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x1 0= After these passes the wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x11= After these passes the wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x12= After these passes the wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
x13= After these passes the wire was annealed under the same 
conditions described before in x3 . 
22 
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a x20 b x40 
' ' 
C x100 d x600 
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS 
Fig. 5a. Pictures "a" , "b" , and "c" are S[•:M 
( IJ,tc ksc,:tt te r) Images of Transverse Sect j (>ns <> f 
M II I L i f" i l a ,rn e n t :. cl. r y Corn p OS i t e W i re ( f Ort y - n i n e f' i } a,nl (~ n 1, ) 
;lf'1 .cr· rin,-.LI <lra,w 1 , () ().()5" dja,rncter. 
23 
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• • 
. .. -
. , .. 
e x30 f x!O() 
g xsoo h x2000 
LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS 
fig. 5b. Pi ct u res "e" , "f" , "g" and "h" are Sl~M 
(lla,ckscatter) Images of Longitudinal Sections <>f 
Mult: i -f i larnentary Composite Wire (forty-nine Fi lament). 
Pict, u r<-~<J "h" shows high magnification where ca.n b(~ 
<>bscr·vc~d the compact,ed ceramic core. 
24 
B.- Second Step: 
Fabrication o-f 259--filament Ceramic Wire 
After the . . experience acquired in the -fabrication o-f 
single and multi-filament wires, our attention was directed 
to the acquisition o-f a 259--filament ceramic • wire. 
The -fabrication o-f a wire containing 259 filaments 
includes three steps: (1) -fabrication o-f a single • wire, 
(2) -fabrication o-f 37--filament • wire, (3) -fabrication o-f 
259--filament • wire. Also, the application o-f a "pressure 
box" was used to assure higher • compresssive stress on the 
powder during the de-formation process. The pressure box 
described in Fig. 3.37 o-f Re-f. 9 is a pressure chamber, 
containing an entry die and the drawing die, spaced apart 
-from each other. The control led pressure produced in the 
box subject the • wire to the desired environmental 
pressure. 
2 . 1 . 5 . - llHI[ . [)IRA\ WONG or llHI[ S~NGl[ (OIR[ C[IRA\MOC WOIR[ 
These wires were made with the objective o-f -forming a 
-final product with 259 -filaments, each made o-f a 
sleeve with a ceramic core inside it. 
s i 1 ver 
Through this experimental work we observed that we 
could not obtain large reductions per pass when we draw 
the silver wire with • ceramic core. The highest reduction 
is about 15%, due to the brittle nature o-f the core o-f the 
wire (ceramic-powder). Also, we observed that with small 
semicone angles o-f the die (a) the drawing -force will 
increase and will break the wire easily. 
As shown in Table #5, we did not use the pressure box 
-for passes 17 to 23. The design o-f the pressure box was 
not suitable -for thin • wire. Also, it could be observed 
that the percentage of total reduction between annealing 
25 
processes was kept almost constant (54% to 56.5%) with the 
purpose o-f reproducing the same conditions '\a-fter 
> 
eact1 
annealing process. 
Figures 6a and 6b show di-f-ferent aspects o-f the 
Transverse and Longitudinal Sections o-f these wires. Also 
included are the schedules used during the -fabrication 
process of the single • wires. 
2. 1. 6- lrlHI[ [)!RA\WONG or lrlHIIE 37-IFOlA\M[NT CIEIRA\MOC WOIRIE 
2.1.6.1- The Fabrication o-f the Billet 
• In order to -fabricate the 37 -filaments ceramic • w 1 r·e 
' 
the single • wire produced through the schedules shown • 1 fl 
Tables 4 and 5 were cut into a length o-f 12" and annealc-~d 
in a quartz glass tube at 300°C -for one and a half hours. 
Then the ends o-f the 37 wires were glued together to form 
the composite • wire. The outer container, whose originf1,} 
dimensions were 0.55" outer diameter and 0.40" • 1 r1 r1 er 
diameter, was produced in the same manner explained in the 
previous section. The container tube was reduced unt i 1 cl, 
diameter of· 0.515" before the assembly was realized. 
The -following Table describes the drawing process for 
the -fabrication o-f this • wire. Figures 7a and 7b show 
different aspects of the Transverse and Longitudin;:1,l 
Sections of this wire. 
2. 1 • 7. - lrlHIIE [)IRA\ WONG OIF TIHIIE 259-IFOlA\MIENlr CIEIRA\MOC WOIRIE 
(7X37) 
The 259 -f i 1 ament • • ceramic wire included seven sub-
elements of 37 -filaments each. They were packed into the 
hexagonal shape inside o-f a tube. 
The following table describes the drawing process 
for the -fabrication o-f this wire and Figures 8a and 8b 
present Transverse and Longitudinal view of this wire. 
\., 
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Table -Ji_! 
The Drawing of the Single Ceramic Wire 
Pass Do Df a R% Boxpressure 
# ( in) (in) (0) (r%) (PSI) Comments 
1 0.250 0.240 9 7.84 xi 
2 0.240 0.218 8 17.49 Without (Total 
3 0.218 0.203 5 13.28 Pressure r% = 51.5%) 
4 0.203 0 .187 5 15 .14 Box 
5 0 .187 0 .174 5 13.42 
6 0 .174 0 .162 8 13.31 x2 
7 0 .162 0 .162 8 0 
0 .162 0 .150 5 14.26 6000 
8 0 .150 0 .150 5 0 (Total 
0 .150 0 .138 5 15.36 7000 r%= 48.4) 
9 0 .138 0 .138 5 0 
0 .138 0 .129 2 12.62 7000 x3 
10 0 .129 0 .119 5 14.90 N/A 
11 0.119 0. 113 5 10.00 " (Total 
12 0.113 0 .107 5 10.33 " r%= 46.0% 
13 0 .107 0 .100 5 12.65 " 
14 0 .100 0.0948 2 10 .13 " x4 
15 0.0948 0.0852 5 19.22 N/A (Total 
16 0.0852 0.0766 5 19 .16 " r%= 47.02) 
17 0.0766 0.0690 5 18.85 " x5 
~ 0 18 0.0690 0.0620 5 19.26 X 
19 0.0620 0.0588 5 10.05 Without ( Total 
20 0.0588 0.0558 5 9.94 Pressure r% = 47.06%) 
21 0.0558 0.0529 5 10. 12 ·\, Box 
22 0.0529 0.0502 5 9.94 x7 
27 
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J 
x1 : It was not possible to use the pressur~ box during the 
first passes because we did not have a die of the correct 
diameter. However, it was used after the pass. Ever1 
when the entry die in the pressure box (die #1) produ(:eci 
zero reduction the seal was perfect with no oil leak. 
if 
I 
x2 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
(Two-step 
x3 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. (1,hree-ster) 
annealing.) 
x4 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. (The • w1 re was 
annealed in the form of a coil.) 
Aneal ing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. (The • w1 re was 
annealed in the form of a coil.) 
x6 : It was found that .. this material is highly strajn-
hardening sensitive, therefore, after pass 19 the percer1t 
reduction was lowered. Passes 18 and 19 where accomplisl1eci 
by drawing the wire with the tension device of the rollir1g 
mill,, thereafter the wire was pulled by hand. 
x7: Anealing for 1 hour 300 °c, Air Cooling. (The • wire was 
annealed in the form of a coil.) 
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Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Table ti 
The Drawing of the Single Ceramic Wire. 
~ (Second Part) 
Do Df 0 R% Boxpressure 
(in) c· ) (0) (r%) (PSI) Comments 1n . . 
/ ·-...,.\ \ 
._-:::7 "-.:::_~ , 
0.250 0.233 5 13.13 
' ii, 
0.233 0.210 8 18.79 Without (Total 
0.210 0 .195 8 13.77 Pressure r% = 54.8%) 
0 .195 0 .180 8 11.79 Box 
0 .180 0 .168 8 12.89 xi 
0 .168 0 .156 8 13.77 
0 .156 0 .156 8 0 
0 .156 0 .144 5 14.79 6000 
0 .144 0 .144 5 0 
0 .144 0 .132 5 15.97 7000 ( Total 
0 .132 0 .132 5 0 r%= 54.75%) 
0 .132 0 .125 5 10.32 7000 
0 .125 0 .125 5 0 
0 .125 0. 119 5 9.36 7000· 
0. 119 0. 119 5 0 
0. 119 0. 113 5 9.83 7000 x2 
0.113 0 .100 5 21.68 N/A 
0 .100 0 .100 5 0 
0 .100 0.0948 5 10 .12 7000 
0.0948 0.0948 5 0 
0.0948 0.0874 2 15.00 7000 (Total 
0.0874 0.0874 2 0 r%= 56.53%) 
0.0874 0.0808 5 14.53 7000 
0.0808 0.0808 5 0 
0.0808 0.0745 2 14.98 7000 x3 
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Table~ 
The Drawing Qf the Single Ceramic Wire. 
(Cont.) 
Pass Do Dt O' R% Boxpressure 
# ( in) ( in) Co) (r%) (PSI) Comments 
17 0.0745 0.0690 5 14.22 
18 0.0690 0.0654 5 10 .16 
19 0.0654 0. 0620 5 10 .12 Without (Total 
,. 20 0.0620 0.0588 5 10.05 Pressure r% = 54.59%) 
21 0.0588 0.0558 5 9.94 Box 
22 0.0588 0.0529 5 10 .12 
"· 
23 0.0529 0.0502 5 9.94 . x4 
24 0.0502 0.0476 5 10.09 
25 0.0476 0.0452 5 9.83 Without ( Total 
26 0.0452 0.0428 5 10.34 Pressure r% = 46.84%) 
(< 
27 0.0428 0.0406 5 10.02 Box 
28 0.0406 0.0395 5 5.34 
29 0.0395 0.0366 5 14 .14 x5 
30 0.0366 0.0347 5 10.11 
31 0.0347 0.0329 5 10.1 Without ( Total 
32 0.0329 0.0312 5 10.07 Pressure r% = 47.18%) 
"' 33 0.0312 0.0296 5 9.99 Box 
34 0.0296 0.0280 5 10.52 
35 0.0280 0.0266 5 9.75 x6 
36 0.0266 0.0254 5 8.82 
37 0.0254 0.0239 5 11.46 x4 
30 
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'J' ,. 
x 1 : Annealing -for 1 hour 300 °c, Air Cooling. (Two-step 
annealing.) 
x2: Annealing -for 1 hour 300 ?c, Air Cooling. (Three-step 
annealing.) 
x3 :Annealing for 1 hour 300 °c,Air Cooling. 
annealed in the -form o-f a coil.) 
(The • wire was 
x4 :Annealing for 1 hour 300 °c,Air Cooling. (Annealing in 
quartz glass tube.) 
x5 : Annealing -for 1 hour 300 °c,Air Cooling. 
annealed in the -form o-f a coil.) 
x6 :Annealing for 1 hour 300 °c,Air Cooling. 
annealed in the form of a coil.) 
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(The 
(The 
• wire was 
• wire was 
• 
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.. 
a X90 
b X100 C X1500 
llRANS\/EIRSE SECTIONS 
Fig. 6a. I) i ct u res "a" , "b" , and "c" are s~:M 
(IJ,:tcksc,1.tter) Images of· 1'ransverse Sections ot· Single 
(~c>rnpc>site Wire used in the manufacture of" the 259 
ruu l ti f i 1 arnentary composite wire. In this picture ca.n 
l>c~ c>bS<"!rvcd the cr,1.ck that was f"ound at·ter ,1.nne,1.l i ng 
,tncl d r·,1,w tc> 0. 005" cJ i an1ete r. 
32 
/ 
d X90 e X90 
f X1500 g X1500 
ILONGDTlJDONAl SECTIONS 
Fig. 6b. I> i ct, 11 r·cs "d", "e", and "-f" and "g" ar·e Sl_•:M 
(IJa.cksc<·Ltt .cr·) Irna,gcs c>f' Longitudinal Sections <>f 
Sing I c (~<>HIJ><>s i tc W i r·c used in tj1e n1an ut·actu re of the 
:2 f> ! ) rn I J I 1, i f i 1 am e n ta, r y comp o s i t e w i re . A 1 so , i n t h i s 
1>ict .111·e ca,11 l><~ <)bser·ve<l the crack ·found <..tftc r 
,1 .1111ca. I i 11g a,nd d ra,w t<> (). 005" di arnete r. 
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Table ti 
The' Drawing Qf the 37 Filament Ceramic Wire 
Pass Do Df. 0 R% Boxpressure 
# (in) (in) (0) (r%) (PSI) Comments 
1 0.550 0.530 8 7 .14 xi 
2 0.530 0.515 8 5.58 Without (Total 
3 0.515 0.487 8 10.50 Pressure r% = 48.16%) 
4 0.487 0.468 5 7.65 Box 
' 
5 0.468 0.431 5 15 .18 
6 0.431 0.396 5 15.58 x2 
7 0.396 0.352 9 19.30 " ~ X 
0 
8 0.352 0.328 9 17.97 " (Total 
9 0.328 0.295 8 17.49 " x4 r%= 44.5) 
10 0.295 0.265 9 19.30 " (Total 
11 0.265 0.240 9 17.97 " r%= 45.39) 
12 0.240 0.218 8 17.49 " x5 
13 0.218 0 .195 8 20.00 " (Total 
14 0.195 0 .174 8 20.38 " r%= 48.79) 
15 0 .174 0 .156 8 19.62 " x6 
16 0 .156 0 .138 5 21.74 " (Total 
17 0 .138 0. 125 5 17.95 " r%= 47.53) 
18 0 .120 0 .113 5 18.27 " x7 
34 
x1 : During passes #1 to #6 we could not calculate exactly 
the total reduction o-f the • wire because· the tube was 
hexagonal outside be-fore drawing (with the purpose o-f 
keeping the 37 -filaments in good condition and in position 
in the tube) . Therefore, the value o-f total reduct ion 
shown in the table • 1s an estimate. Also, it • IS important 
to note that during these passes we used small reduction. 
x2 : Annealing -for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. (One step 
annealing.) 
x3 : During passes 7 to 18 we used large reduction because 
• it is better -for the de-formation o-f the ceram1.c core. 
Therefore, it is possible to use large reduction -for each 
pass, however, it was not possible to use the same 
reductions wi~h the single wire because it was not strong 
-· ' 
enough to resist the tension -force. 
X4 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
x5 : Annealing -for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
x6: Annealing -for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. The 
cut into two parts before annealing. 
\ 
x7: Anneali1g -for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. The 
cut into two I \Parts be-fore annealing. 
I 
' 
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(/ 
(Two-step 
(Two-step 
• wire was 
• wire was 
r 
I 
a 
C 
X20 b X70 
X300 d X1500 
TRI\NSVERSE SECTIONS 
Fig. 7 a. 1-> i ctu res · "a" , "b" , "c" and 
( LJ,1,c ksc,1.t~ te r) I rnages of Transverse 
"d" are Sl•:M 
Sections <>J' 
( th i rty-sev<-~n 
diameter. Picture 
Mu 1 t , i f i larnentary Composite Wire 
r i I a.rn en t ) aft e r f i n a 1 draw to O . 113" 
a<J" shows the compacted ceramic core. 
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e X30 f X40 
g X100 
lONGOTlJ[)ONA\l SECTIONS 
Fig. 7b. t> i cLu 1·cs,, ·'c", Hf", Hg" c1.nd "h" ;-tr·c Sl·:M 
(H,tcksc.t.11.<:1·) lrna,g<~s <>f IJ<>ngit,ucJinal Sec1, i<>IIS <>f tl1c~ 
\'111 I 1. if" i I ;u11<~11L;tr·y (~<>n1p<>sit<-~ Wire (th i r·ty-s<~v,~11 
f"ila.rnc111 . ) a , fL<~r· fin,-tl dr·aw t<) 0.113" dic:tn1ct(~r. I>icLu1·c_~ 
""Ii" is h i gh rn,tgn i r i ca,t i <>n where~ ca,n be c>l)s<~ r·vc_~cl <>rt<~ <> f 
1 lic c r·,tc ks t ,h,1.t we~ r·c~ found a,-f t<~ r- i nsr>ect ion. 
37 
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Table -Jil_ 
The Drawing gf the 259 Filament Ceramic Wire 
Pass Do Df 0 R% Boxpressure 
# ( in) (in) (0) (r%) (PSI) Comments 
1 0.550 0.515 8 12.32 xI 
2 0.515 0.487 8 10.57 Without (Total 
3 0.487 0.468 5 7.65 Pressure r% = 48.16%) 
4 0.468 0.431 5 15 .18 Box 
5 0.431 0.396 5 15.58 
6 0.396 0.352 9 19.30 " X ~ 
7 0.352 0.328 9 17.97 " (Total 
\ 8 0.328 0.295 8 17.49 ~ " r%= 44.5) 
9 0.295 0.265 9 19.30 " (Total 
10 0.265 0.240 9 17.97 " r%= 45.39) 
11 0.240 0.218 8 17.49 " x3 
12 0.218 0 .195 8 20.00 " (Total -
13 0 .195 0 .174 8 20.38 " r%= 48.79) 
14 0 .174 0 .156 8 19.62 " x4 
15 0 .156 0.138 5 21.74 " (Total 
16 0 .138 0 .125 5 17.95 " r%= 47.53) 
17 0 .125 0 .113 5 18.27 " x5 , ' 
18 0 .113 0 .100 5 21.68 '' {Total 
19 0 .100 0.0898 5 19.35 " r%= 48.87) 
20 0.0898 0.0808 5 19.04 '' x6 
21 0.0808 0.0727 5 19.04 '' (Total 
22 ~o. 0727 0.0654 5 19.07 '' r%= 47.04) 
23 0.0654 0.0588 5 19 .16 " 
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Annealing -for. 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
•• 
x2: Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
x3 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
~
4 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
,, 
x5 : Annealing for 1· hour 300°c, Air Cooling. 
annealing.) 
Annealing -for 1 hour 300°c, 
annealed in the -form of a coil. 
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Air Cooling. The 
(One-step 
(One-step 
(Two-step 
(Two-step 
(Two-step 
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xso 
X500 
Fig. Ba. 1> i ctu r·c-~s "a,", "b", "(:;" ,.1.nd "d" are Sl•:M 
(IJa,cksc;-1,t,t<~r) lrna,ges o-f· 'J'ransverse Sections <>f 
~11J It . i r i l ,.u11e11t~a.ry Cornr>osi te Wire (259 -f i la.m<~nt) after 
r i na. I <I 1·,1,w t ~<> 0. ()588" diameter. I:> i ctu re "d" is high 
rna.g;n if i ca.ti <>n where can be observed the~ rive c<~nLra,l 
f"ila.rncnt ,s o ·f the wir·<~ . 
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.. 
e 
' ' 
g 
.. 
, • I 
• 
t 
X60 f X200 
• 
:, . 
- ' 
X1200 
LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS 
h X1200 
Fig. 8b. f> i ctu r·es "e" , "f", "g" ,1,ncj "h" a.re Sl•:M 
(ll,·tcksc:a.LLcr·) Irn,1,ge8 of Longitudinal Sect.ions <>f th<~ 
~11JILif'ila.rncnt .a.r·y (~or11r>ositc Wire (259 -fila,men1,) a.ftc~t· 
ri11,tl d1·,t.w L<> ().()58H" cJiarneter. f:>ictur<~s "g" and "h" 
,,r·c higl1 rna.gnifica,ti<>n where can b<~ observed a. 
di :-.<:<>\'C 1·,~d c r,1,ck ,1,nd the comp,1,cted ce ranri c cc) r<~, 
r. ( ~ s pc~ Ct. i V C l y . 
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2.2.- FABRICATION OF THE COMPOSITE WIRE USING THE PROCESS OF 
HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 
2 . 2 . 1 . - n,JY[)IROST A\ TDC IEXTIRUSDON or A\ IEBDlllET WDTD,J COMIP A\CTIE[) 
CIEIRA\MDC IPOWDIEIR / 
,,/ /~/ 
The Y-123 superconducting powder was compacted i flt~() 
1 
/the silver tube and then plugged at both ends. This billet 
was produced by sintering, there-fore, the core was ver·y 
hard and brittle, making the process o-f extrus i <)n 
di-f-ficult. The billet is presented in Figure #9. During 
the extrusion process the wall thickness o-f the sleeve 
became thinner; this 
elongated more than the 
means that 
• 
ceramic core. 
the 
Also, 
s i 1 ver 
several 
sleeve 
cracks 
were -found on the sur-face o-f the sleeve, perhaps becc-1.usE~ 
the billet could not move smoothly through the die dur·ing 
the extrusion process. 
Figures 10a and 10b show the distortions and cracks 
-found along the cross and longitudinal sections o-f tl1e 
• 
ceramic core. 
The -following table describes the extrusion process 
used for the reduction o-f this billet. 
Two identical billets were extruded, in di-f-ferc~nt:, 
reduction schedules, as shown in Tables 8 and 8a. A large 
reduct ion was attempted at step #4 in Table 8a. As a 
result the billet emerged out of the die at high speed and 
was damaged on impact at the bottom o-f the chamber. 
f 
2. 2. 2- IHJY[)IROSTA\TOC [XTIRlJSDON or A\ lIBDllL[T wo-u-n-o NONCOMIPA\CT[[) 
CIEIRA\MDC IPOW[)[IR 
Here loose ceramic powder was filled into the silver 
I 
The extrusion with a loose powder • ceramic core 
produced a billet with uni-form cross section. However, the 
ratio o-f the -final area o-f the core to that o-f the sleeve 
was a 1 i ttle smaller· than the original ratio (0. 619 to 
0.633). No distortion or cracks occurred in the core or 
the sleeve a-fter extrusion, and the de-formation o-f loose 
ceramic powder was much easier than de-formation o-f the 
solid • ceramic core. (See Fig. #11) 
The -following table describes the extrusion process 
used -for the reduction o-f this billet. 
Because the reductions shown in Table #9 were small 
-for hydrostatic extrusion, another specimen obtained after 
the third pass (in table #9) was extruded *-as can be seen 
in Table #9a. ~\::..._ \ 
\ 
! 
/ 
2. 2. 3. - O-OY[)!RO§T~TOC !EXT!RQJ§~ON or A IHOll[T WOTD-0 l00§[E 
C!E!RA\MOC IPOW[)!E!R 
The de-formation o-f this • specimen was easy and the 
-forces used during the process were not high. The 
extrusion was success-fu 1 -for al 1 tt1e passes because the 
smal reductions were used. It is possible to use higher 
reductions, but then the velocity o-f the extrusion cannot 
be controlled. Under conditions o-f high pressure and speed 
the • specimen would be shot out o-f the die at the end o-f 
the process. 
During the -first • series o-f passes, a crack was -found 
along the longitudinal direction o-f the • specimen (see 
12b). However, after additional de-formation under 
Fig . 
high 
press~re this crack disappeared. This is one o-f the 
advantages 
process. 
o-f . using high 
• 
pressure • in the extrusion 
Basically, the specimen was in ,good condition, as can 
be seen in Fig. 12a. The billet was uni-form along its 
longitudinal section, and the extrusion process was 
43 
a-f-fected without annealing. Table #10 describes the 
,i,., 
extrusion process used £or the reduction or this billet. 
) 
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• 
C • 
3.00'' 
.... 
Fig. 9. Structure of the billet used for Hydrostatic 
Extrusion. 
Specifications: 
Two billets were filled with 123 
J 
I 
1 ) 
ceramic compound and then sealed 
with Tin on both ends. 
D-= 0.150'' 
D~= 0.237" 
Di/D0 = 0.633" 
The billet 1fuarked .. (IP" was constructed 
with a sintered solid ceramic core. 
The billet marked .. Powder" was constructed 
with a loose ceramic powder core. 
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, ,,• 1i 
Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Table "if_ B 
Hydrostatic Extrusion of ~ Billet with 
Compacted Ceramic Powder. 
Do D-f ~ a Force Press 
(in) (in) (r%) (0) Pd PSI 
0.2370 0.2130 19.23 "'5 2800 14736 
0.2310 0. 1820 27.00 5 6000 31578 
0.1820 0. 1550 27.47 5 6800 35789 
0.1550 0. 1270 32.86 10 10500 55263 
0.1270 0.1100 24.98 5 9000 47368 
0.1100 0 .1020 14.00 5 5400 8421 
0.1020 0.0884 24.90 15 5750 30263 
0.0884 0.0743 29.35 15 7500 39473 
Comments 
x1 
1 . 0 • • X : Annealing -for 1 hour 300 C. Air Cooling . 
Pass 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table "if_ Ba 
Hydrostatic Extrusion fil ~ Billet with 
Compacted Ceramic Powder. 
Do D-f R% a Force Press 
(in) (in) (r%) (0) Pd PSI 
0.2370 0.2130 19.23 5 2800 14736 
0.2310 0. 1820 27.00 5 6000 31578 
' 
0. 1820 0. 1550 27.47 5 6800 35789 
0. 1550 0. 1020 56.70 5 18000 94736 
Comments 
x1 
1 • • X : The specimen was damaged when it was shot onto the 
plate o-f the press because o-f the high pressure in the 
chamber. This pressure was so high that even though the 
billet was protected by a welded cylindrical shield, we 
could not prevent this damage from happening. 
) 
( 
f 
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a X60 
b X1260 C X400 
Fig. 10a. 1> i ctu res 
Sec 1. i ()II Mi C r·<>gr·,1,r>hs 
c<>nq>a.c1 .cd c<>rnp<>S it<~ 
() . ()7 '1 :r' d i aJnc~ t.,e r. 
' • 
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS 
,~ " "b" d " " 'I' a. . , an c are r·,1,n svc rs<-~ 
,1,fter hydrostatic ext.r·us i <Jll <>i' the 
wire after f'inal rc~ciuc1.,i<>n t.<> 
~ 
47 / 
\ , 
-
e 
d 
X60 
• ,, 
f ••• 
f 
X60 
• 
l0N6DTUD8NAl SECTIONS 
X400 
fig. 10b. f> i ct-, u res ''cJ", "e" and "f" are Long i tud i na, J 
S < ~ c t, i < > , 1 M i c r ·<Jg r · ,1. r > h s , .t ·f t, < ~ r h yd r o s tat i c e x t r u s .i o n < > f' t ti < ~ 
C(>111pa.ct .ccf c<~r·,1.rnic Ct)JUJ><>siL<~ wire af'ter- ·fina.l f'e<Ju<·:t.i<)fl 
t < > ( ) • ( ) 7 ,1 : { " < I i a,rn e t , c r · • 
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0 
Pass Do 
# (in) 
1 0.2370 
2 0.2130 
3 0 .1850 
4 0. 1550 
5 0. 1280 
6 0.1100 
-- 7 0.0930 
Table it 9. 
Hydrostatic Extrusion of ~ Billet with 
Noncompacted Ceramic Powder 
Df R% 0 Force Press 
(in) (r%) Co) Pd PSI 
0.2130 19.23 5 3000 15789 
0 .1850 24.56 15 5000 26315 
0 .1550 29.80 5 7200 37894 
0 .1280 31.80 20 17000 89473 
0.1100 26 .14 5 7200 29473 
0.0930 28.52 15 5000 26315 
0.0743 36 .17 15 7000 36842 
1 • • X: The billet was shot through dies #4 and #5 . 
X2 : Annealing for 1 hour 300°c. Air Cooling. 
Pass Do 
# (in) 
1 0.2370 
2 0.2130 
3 0. 1850 
4 0. 1550 
5 0. 1020 
Table it 9a 
Hydrostatic Extrusion fil ~ Billet with 
Noncompacted Ceramic Powder 
of R% a Force Press 
(in) (r%) Co) Pd PSI 
0.2130 19.23 5 3000 15789 
0 .1850 24.56 15 5000 26315 
0 .1550 29.80 5 7200 37894 
0 .1020 56.70 5 17500 92105 
0.0743 46.94 15 11000 57894 
Comments 
x1 
x2 
Comments 
x1 
1 • / X: The billet was shot onto the plate of the press as a 
consequence of the high pressure in the chamber, but the 
extrusion was successful for the fifth pass after using 
the cylindrical protection part. Also, the pressure used 
was lower than for the fourth pass. 
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a X60 
lRI\NSVERS[ SECTION 
b X40 C xaoo 
LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS 
Fig. 11. Picture "a", is a t 
Mic r·<>g r·a,r>h s after hydrostatic 
r , < > r , <: < > rr1 r >a,<: t , < ~d c e ram i c comp o s i t e 
r·< ~duct i <>rt t , <> 0. 0743" diameter. 
a r·<~ l,<>ng i t , ud i na.l Section ot· th(~ 
'I . < ~ d I J C 1, i < > fl . 
50 
·•· ·f, 
Transverse Sect i <>n 
extrusion oi! the 
wire ctft.er· i"ina. l 
Pictures "b" and "c" 
w i re a. f te r t h t:! sarne 
Pass Do 
# (in) 
1 0.3600 
2 0.3100 
3 0.2500 
4 0.2000 
5 0. 1670 
6 0. 1250 
7 0. 1020 
8 0.0870 
9 0.0743 
10 do. 0630 
Table it 10 
Hydrostatic Extrusion Qf ~ Billet with 
Loose Ceramic Powder 
D-f R% a Force Press 
(in) (r%) Co) Pd PSI 
0.3100 25.85 5 3100 16315 
0.2500 35.00 10 5000 26315 
0.2000 36.00 10 7000 36842 
0. 1670 30.27 15 7200 37894 
0. 1250 43.97 5 11000 57894 
0.1020 33.40 5 9500 50000 
0.0870 27.25 5 9000 47368 
0.0743 27.00 15 6000 31578 
0.0630 28 .10 5 7000 36842 
0.0550 23.80 15 7000 
l 
36842 
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Comments 
) 
Fig. 12a. Pictures 
a X60 
X1270 C 
TRANSVERSE SECTIONS 
"a" "b" 
' 
and "c" are 
X400 
S <~ct, i on M i c ro gr a r> h s a -ft e r h yd ro stat i c ext r us i on w i t, h 
I<><>~<~ c<~ra,n1ic cornp<)site wire a,fter -finaJ re<Juct,i<)n 1,<"> 
() . ()f>f," d i a,rnc t, <~ r • 
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\ 
a X40 
b X100 C X1240 
LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS 
fig. 12b. Pictures "d" , 
S<~c t, i <>n Mic rographs of 
I <><>s<~ C<! ra,rn i c cornpos i te 
() • () f> .S" < I i a.rn < ! t, e r • 
"e" and "f" are Long it ud i n,-1, l 
hydrostatic extrusion wit,h 
wire after t·inal r(-)duction t .<> 
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3. DISCUSSION 
3.1.- ABOUT THE PROCESSES 
Methods to consolidate brittle • ceramic powders 
urgently 
into a 
being superconducting • wire (or ribbon) are 
sought. As was presented previously, our approach 
consisted of consolidating powder packed into a metal tube 
and combining plastic -forming, whereby permanent changes 
in shape are effected with superimposed high environmental 
pressure. This approach is e-f-fective because neither 
plastic 
pressure 
de-formation nor high environmental (hydrostatic) 
however, when 1 8,9 l . . a one can c ose existing pores; 
superimposed, their effectiveness is synergistic. 
The process o-f hydrostatic extrusion (see Fig. #13) 
is most suitable -for compaction because it provides the 
-freedom of selecting and controlling independently the 
reduction and the 
which is controlled 
superimposed environmental pressure 
through the receiver pressure. 9 
However, although the process of hydrostatic extrusion 
• is very • • promising, the adoption of this process • Ill 
industry • IS hindered by the scarcity of available 
equipment, lack o-f experienced operators, and price o-f the 
equipment and its operation. Additionally, as was already 
mentioned, both the process of extrusion and that of 
hydrostatic extrusion are con-fined to -finite lengths only. 
The process o-f drawing through a conical • converging 
die is described in Fig. #14. As it is pulled through the 
die, the 
section 
• wire 
area. 
undergoes a reduction in diameter and cross-
Three of the input-independent • processing 
parameters that affect the efficiency o-f the compaction o-f 
the powder are the wal 1 thickness of the sheath, the 
reduction taken per pass, and the angle of the die. The 
effects o-f these three parameters on the compaction can be 
54 
studied through the behavior of an empty tube without the 
powder when drawn through the same die and with the same 
reduction. 
In the study of tube sinking as presented in Ref. 9 
the effect of all the independent parameters on the 
drawing force and the~~merging wall thickness of the tube 
is determined quantitatively. For specific values of o the 
1ratio tf/t0 reaches a maximum, which indicates conditions 
-for • maximum powder· 
the tube varies as 
change in volume 
volume change 
holds: 
• 
lS 
packing. The volume of the inside o-f 
the tube passes through the die. This 
is inversely proportional to tf/t0 • No 
expected i-f the -following expression 
where: t 0 and tf are 
the tube, and Ro and 
radii o-f the tube. 
the original and -final thickess o-f 
~ are the original and -final outer 
The inner volume of the tube is expected to decrease 
during sinking i-f the -following expression is valid: 
(2) 
The larger the expected value of tf/t0 , the higher the 
wall thickness of the emerging tube and the smaller 
becomes the inner volume of the tube. 
Compaction of the powder is expected only under these 
drawing conditions -for which the process o-f tube sinking 
produces thick tubes by Eq. (2). The thicker the emerging 
tube, the more effective is the expected compaction. 
The process o-f wire drawing is attractive -for 
production o-f wire and rod. No special equipment 
the 
• 
lS 
needed, and the process can be used by any manufacturer . 
• 
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Fig. 13. Hydrostatic Extrusion. 
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Fig. 14. Drawing. 
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3.2.- ABOUT THE FABRICATION PROCESS 
Ceramic powder YBa2Cu307_x is a superconductive 
material with a critical temperature o-f 91°K. A high 
critical 
material 
• is • main advantage o-f this temperature the 
over the low-temperature niobium-titanium and 
niobium-tin superconductors which are widely used now. A 
critical temperature -for NbTi is around 7°K, and -for Nb3Sn 
is around 10°K, so that both must be cooled by • expensive 
liquid helium instead of the much cheaper liquid nitrogen 
• ceramic superconductors . A need -for very high used with 
magnetic 
worldwide 
-fields -for 
interest 
• saving potential energy has created 
• in commercial development o-f the 
ceramic superconductive technology. 
Ceramic superconductors are considerably more 
di-f-ficult to -fabricate than their superconductive metal 
alloy counterparts. Like other ceramic materials, they 
break easily. They are also extremely sensitive to oxygen, 
water and carbon dioxide, and are . . 10 h. h an1sotrop1c, w ic 
makes them very di-f-ficult to process. The production o-f a 
high 
their 
quality 
crystal 
techniques. 
• wire 
and 
alignment • precise depends on the o-f 
unconventional • requires • processing 
Ceramic is an extremely di-f-ficult material to be 
de-formed success-fully. It is very brittle, so it cracks or 
breaks easily in a typical de-formation process such as 
drawing and even extrusion. To enable a sound de-formation, 
the brittle material can be encased in a softer and more 
ductile sleeve. Then the composite rod can be success-fully 
de-formed without cracking or breaking by using drawing or 
hydrostatic extrusion through pressure-induced ductility. 
As mentioned earlier in this study, a ceramic powder 
core was encased in a silver tube to prevent contamination 
\ 
and produce the ductility necessary in the -f~rication 
process. When the si 1 ver sleeve and ceramic powder core 
57 
I 
. ,, 
were extruded or drawn, the ductile silver 'created a 
region o-f high hydrostatic pressure around the brittle 
. 
ceramic. The combination o-f ·hydrostatic pressure and 
de-formation -forces allowed the brittle ceramic to be 
de-formed smoothly and controllably through pressure-
induced ductility. 
The strength and work-hardening behavior of the tube 
materials as well as the geometry have a significant 
e-f-fect on the nature and extent o-f consolidation and 
compaction which take place during -fabrication. Through 
the analysis o-f tube sinking and extrusion and o-f bimetal 
drawing and extrusion, a -first approximation -for a 
• promising pass-reduction schedule was selected, together 
with the wall thickness o-f the silver tube. 
The large reductions caused hardening o-f the silver 
tube, making it necessary to effect some intermediate 
annealing along the way. 
Finally, these experiments 
particular composite • wires be can 
proved 
drawn 
) 
that these 
success-fully 
whithout cracking or breaking in the cor~. Several process 
parameters are especially important to the composite rod: 
a) Precent reduction per pass. 
b) Die angle. 
c) Annealing treatments. 
d) Drawing speed. 
On the other hand, hydrostatic extrusion also seems 
to be a very good process in terms o-f wire soundness. Its 
disadvantage is the limited rod length obtained -from a 
single hydrostatic extrusion pass. 
3.3.- ABOUT THE PRODUCT AND ITS PROPERTIES. 
Each of. the • wire con-figurations was subjected to 
detailed metallographic study using a combination o-f light 
optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
58 
paying particular attention to 
development within the ceramic. 
internal -flaw (cracks) 
" A vast number o-f causes lead to many modes o-f -failure 
during -fabrication o-f superconducting • wire. Most o-ften 
several causes may combine to promote a -failure, such as: 
1. Filament assembly disorder and/or loose packing. 
2. Material characteristics and poor quality. 
3. Strength di-f-ference between the components of 
the . . wire. 
4. Size ratios of -filament assembly and sleeve. 
5. Absolute size of the billet and of the 
individual -filaments. 
6. Pass-reduction schedules. 
Combined -factors aggravate the degree of -failure. A 
single -factor, while promoting -failure, may not always 
lead to it 7 For example, a material o-f moderately bad 
metallurgical quality will -fail if processed poorly, while 
a good material may tolerate -fabrication under imperfect 
conditions. Nonetheless, a per-feet superconductor will be 
produced i-f all causes o-f -failure are eliminated. The 
distortion o-f individual -filaments and the deviation o-f 
their array -from the per-feet honey-comb assembly are also 
causes -for failure. 11 
As can be observed in the SEM images and micrographs 
shown earlier, the principal obstacle to the production of 
the composite • wire • IS the breaking down of the • ceramic 
core. Therefore, it is necessary to generate a high enough 
environmental 
• ceramic core. 
pressure to arrest the breaking of the 
I-f the breaking incidents are kept to a 
minimun, the loss o-f properties o-f the conductor may also 
be minimized. Thus, processing conditions, -for example, 
the utilization o-f the Pressure Box, can lead to the 
elimination of this problem. 
On the other hand, until the culmination o-f this 
59 
research, it was not possible to determine the electrical 
and magnetic properties o-f the composite superconductive 
• wires produced because the laboratories at Lehigh 
University do not have the equipment necessary to measure 
these properties. For this reason, this document 1 acks 
the data related to the electrical and magnetic properties 
obtained in the di-f-ferent composite superconducting wires. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this section, I would like. to present the 
• 
main 
concepts underlying the results obtained in this work. 
In someJsections, a partial conclusion was presented 
when I considered it necessary. 
Thus, in order to synthesize these concepts I would 
like to state the -following: 
1. In the Ceramic Core cracks were observed that were 
produced a-fter or during the process o-f annealing. 
2. Ceramic cracking during or a-fter heat treatment can be 
attributed to the di-f-ferences 
• 
1n the coe-f-ficient of 
thermal 
powder. 
expansion o-f the metal and that o-f the 
• ceramic 
• 
3. Although cracks in the ceramic core were sometimes 
observed after -forming, these -failures were eliminated by 
selection of proper processing parameters. 
4. As expected, the process o-f Hydrostatic Extrusion was 
more e-f-fective in compaction than was Wire Drawing used 
whithout pressure box. 
5. Composite 
superconductor 
hydrostatically 
wire-form 
core can 
extruded 
described in this paper. 
products with a • ceramic 
be success-fully drawn and 
by the de-formation schedules 
6. The ef-f ect o-f • processing, including de-formation, heat 
the treatment and sleeve material selection, 
superconductivity o-f different 
be studied. 
61 
• ceramic powders 
• lll 
is yet to 
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